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Chinese for Specific Purposes

Where Does CSP Fit in the Existing Literature? 



What is CSP? 

Communicative Language Teaching: Efficiently teaching 
students the specific language they need in order to get their 
meanings across. 



LSP Overall
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More Specific LSPs
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What CSP is NOT. 

One way we define English for Specific Purposes is in terms of what 
it is not. ESP is not what has been snidely called TENOR (Teaching 
English for No Obvious Reason, after Abbott, 1981) or ENOP 
(English with No Obvious Purpose). In Chinese language teaching, I 
suspect that most students are currently learning Chinese with No 
Obvious Purpose (CNOP?), when they would benefit most from 
Chinese for specific purposes (CSP). 



Purpose = Needs = Needs Analysis

What is Needs Analysis? 

The systematic collection and analysis of all information necessary for 
defining and validating a defensible curriculum for all stakeholders. That is 
fairly clear and straightforward. 

However, to make it even clearer, I should explain three concepts: 

 Stakeholders are people who have a stake or interest in the curriculum 
(for example, teachers, students, administrators, and parents).

 A defensible curriculum is one that satisfies most of the language 
learning and teaching requirements of the students and teachers 
within the context of the particular institution(s) involved in such a way 
that it can be successfully defended to and accepted by all 
stakeholder groups. 

 The necessary information for defining and validating a defensible 
curriculum includes any and all types of quantitative and qualitative 
information from all relevant stakeholder groups that turn out to be 
available and appropriate in the particular NA. 



Three Dimensions that Shape Points of 
View on Needs Analysis
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Procedures Available for Needs Analysis

Individual interviews

Interactional analysis
Inventories

Group interviews
Proficiency 
testing

Delphi techniqueLiterature review
Letter writing

Interest group meetings
Review meetings

Biodata surveys
Systems analysis

Opinion surveys
Judgmental rating

Q sort

Placement testing

Advisory meetings

Diagnostic testing

Achievement testing

Behavior observation
Diary studies

Case studies
Records analysis Self-rating



Roles, Instruments, and Procedures for Needs 
Analysis (adapted from Brown, 1989)



Defining and Analyzing Needs (Brown, 2016, p. 28)



Example Result of EBP Needs Analysis

Huh (2006, p. 15) https://www.hawaii.edu/sls/wp-
content/uploads/2014/09/HuhSorin.pdf



Huh’s (2006, p. 27)



Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) 
(Brown, 2016, p. 156)



Example Precisely Defined SLOs 
(Brown, 2016, p. 157)



Example Experiential SLO

By the end of the course, the students will have read five 
articles of their choosing in the Wall Street Journal as verified by 
a 100-200 word summary written in English/Chinese that any 
educated native speaker can understand. 



Embedded SLOs

Week Type of Interaction Subject

1 Exchanging personal information Personal relationships

2 Exchanging opinions Social problems

3 Addressing a problem Environmental problems

4 Agreeing and disagreeing Consumerism

5 Giving advice Problems in modern life I

6 Social planning Problems in modern life II

7 Informing Science and the occult

8 Argument Presentation and discussion

9 Suasion Presentation and discussion

Table 6.10
Weeks, SLOs, and Topics for Level B EST Speaking Course (abridged from Hilferty & Brown, 1982)



The Parts of Effective Precise SLOs
 Beginning – Indicates when and who, usually something like:  By 

the end of the course, the students… . So an SLO is something 
that will happen by the end of the course (when) and students 
(who) will be doing it.

 Observable behavior – Describes what, that is, the behavior 
that will be observed by the end of the course. The what is 
usually framed as a verb describing what the students will be 
able to do. But it is not just any verb because it must be an 
observable verb (more about this below). 

 Conditions – Describes what in more detail, that is, the 
observable behavior is made clearer or more precise by 
describing the conditions under which the behavior will be 
performed and observed.  

 Criterion level – Explains how well, that is, it sets the criterion 
level that students must reach to have demonstrated their 
learning, to pass, or to be considered successful. 



Example of the Parts of SLOs

SLO: By the end of the course, the students will identify the 
topic sentences in each of three paragraphs of a business 
letter (written at 9th grade readability level) by correctly 
underlining them with 67% accuracy.  

The parts in that SLO are: 
 Beginning – When and who: By the end of the course, the 

students
 Observable behavior – What: identify topic sentences…by 

correctly underlining them 
 Conditions – More details about what: in the three paragraphs 

of a business letter written at 9th grade readability level
 Criterion level – How well (criterion): with 67% accuracy.



Where Do Ideas for SLOs Come From? 
Verbs

Table 6.3
Verbs for Use in Writing EAP SLOs (adapted from Gronlund & Brookhart, 2009, p. 144)

Language  Behaviors Study Behaviors

abbreviate recite arrange look

accent say categorize map

alphabetize sign chart mark

articulate speak circle name

call spell cite note

capitalize state compile organize

edit summarize copy quote

hyphenate syllabify diagram record

indent tell find reproduce

outline translate follow search

print verbalize itemize sort

pronounce whisper label underline

punctuate write locate

read



Where Do Ideas for SLOs Come From? 
Taxomomies



Where Do Ideas for SLOs Come From? 
Taxomomies for Business

Searching “business course taxonomy” led me to a business 
function taxonomy webpage at 
https://wiqime.files.wordpress.com/2010/10/bft_01.jpg

You  Can Find Many Others 



How SLOs Become Materials



Assessing SLOs

Score Fluency Meaning Gambits Register/style Intonation/stress
3 Almost completely 

appropriate flow, pauses, 
hesitations, fillers, speed, 
connectedness, and back-
channeling 

Successfully got meanings 
across most of the time

Used many of the 
exponents taught in the 
course

Used correct register/style 
most of the time

Used correct intonation and 
stress most of the time

2 Not a 3 and not a 1; that is, 
not almost completely 
appropriate nor mostly 
inappropriate

Got meanings across some 
of the time (Not a 3 and not 
a 1)

Used some of the 
exponents taught in the 
course (Not a 3 and not a 1)

Used correct register/style 
some of the time (Not a 3 
and not a 1)

Used correct intonation and 
stress some of the time (Not 
a 3 and not a 1)

1 Mostly inappropriate flow, 
pauses, hesitations, fillers, 
speed, connectedness, and 
back-channeling  

Did not succeed in getting 
meanings across

Used very few of the 
exponents taught in the 
course

Seldom used correct 
register/style

Seldom used correct 
intonation and stress 

Table 6.12 
Rubric from EST Speaking B Course Evaluation (Brown, 2012)



Pairwork/Groupwork

In about 15 minutes: 

1. Decide on a CBP program you are interested in 
designing/improving together. 

2. Based on the resources covered in this workshop, select 
and jot down at least 10 tasks you think students will need to 
be able to do with Business Chinese. 

3. Write SLOs for at least three of those tasks. 

4. Also make notes on materials you will use to teach those 
three tasks?

5. Jot down notes on how you will assess this course. 
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